One thing every state must do to protect America

Open-Source Intelligence
The Center for Security Policy has partnered with Knightsbridge Research LTD to provide curated open-source intelligence (OSI) concerning developments that may affect or endanger U.S. national security.

Learn More
CCP infiltration of the Federal Reserve shows America is unprepared

More and more Americans are waking up to the fact that the People’s Republic of China, which is ruled by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), is not merely a rival or competitor, but an outright enemy of America.

Read More

Stop investing in the Chinese Communist Party

China sees the United States as its fundamental enemy, and the U.S. treats China as its strategic competitor.

Read More

Tactical victory confirms Biden’s strategic defeat

The liquidation by drone strike of Osama bin Laden’s successor is a welcome tactical victory for America’s intelligence and military personnel.

Read More

Securing America – Grant Newsham on China’s violent rhetoric towards Taiwan

Watch "Securing America" with Frank Gaffney [here.]
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Yet we know absolutely nothing about the motive of this incident at all, and nobody seems very curious to find one.

NEWS MAKER @NEWS MAKER · 18h
Man accused of posing as federal agent pleads guilty. Scheme included duping Secret Service agents.
The scheme involved the acquisition of at least five apartments, two of which were allegedly provided to Secret Service members.
usatoday.com/story/news/pol...
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